
Bought print material – recovery of services 
 
Mat Proc will bring up trolleys of new material.  Reader requests will be flagged with a reader 
request slip.  Mat Proc will separate out firm orders and standing orders (classic and multi-
vol. continuations). 
 
Equipment: 

- each CAL staff member sticks to the desk they are allocated 
- each takes their own sheet of C3-figs b/c/d 
- each takes a long strip of barcodes 
- each has their own book tape dispenser 

 
Alma preparation: 

- day 1 
o find bib template “ULCAL CV NEW” 

 save as private template as “AA CV NEW” or similar (try to ensure it 
will be near the top of the list) 

 update the template to have your CRSID 
o find hdgs template “ULCAL CV EXCEPTION” 

 save as private template as “AA CV EXCEPTION” or similar  
- each day 

o open Alma in Chrome and in one other browser (IE or Firefox) 
 
Office-based workflow for firm orders 
 
1. Take whole trolley of books delivered by Mat Proc staff regardless of language. 
2. Find book on Alma by searching the ISBN in All titles > Keywords  

a. Edit item  
b. Scan barcode   
c. Stick barcode in top left-hand corner of book  

3. Switch to Reader Services Desk dept. (in different browser)  
a. Acquisitions > Scan In Items  
b. Scan item barcode  

4. Switch back to UL Acquisitions department (in first browser) 
a. Item should now show up as Available (green dot)  

5. Open the bib record in Metadata Editor 
a. Check that the record is for the book in hand. 
b. Add the CV NEW template 948, putting in the $d the appropriate 3-letter MARC 

language code in capitals, eg FRE for French, GER for German, SPA for 
Spanish, etc.  For example: 

i. 948 2_ $a 2020CVNEW $b hlgb2 $c ULCAT-h $d ITA 
6. Classification 

a. C3-figs or S3-figs candidates 
i. Apply sticker/tape to book and write classmark on title page 
i. Update hdgs and item records accordingly (hdgs: delete 852 and expand 

from appropriate template, type in classmark, unsuppress if suppressed, 
save; items: check correct borrowability status, save) 

b. Other 
i. Replace hdgs 852 with the EXCEPTION 852 template, typing in 

DD/MM/YYYY in keeping with the date stamp on the title page.  
Unsuppress if suppressed then save and release. 

7. Unsuppress bib record if suppressed, then save and release. 
8. Put book on shelving trolley.  Once full, take trolley to West Room. 
9. If reader request, look details of request up in POL.  Please write to the reader to say: 

“A book you requested (Title / author) has now arrived.  It will stand at [classmark], 



although its record will take a day or two to appear in iDiscover.  If you would like to use 
the book, please look at this page to see the range of library services currently on offer 
for access to our print collections: https://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/search-and-find/zero-
contact-servicesusing-reading-rooms.” 

 
If you are faced with any uncertainty (eg duplicate records), make a note of the issue and 
place the book in the Problems bay (to be agreed by PORG CAL staff in the office). 
 
If you have got non-roman material (chiefly Russian, Ukrainian, Greek), please place these 
on Ula’s desk without any processing. 
 
Mat Proc staff will have done the full Mat Proc work for standing order/continuation 
material, ie including the scanning in and barcode work.  Please put these volumes to the 
side for the moment (location to be agreed by PORG CAL staff in the office), to discuss with 
Mel in due course. 
 
Home-based workflow for firm orders 
 
Sticking to agreed schedules within each language group, CAL members working from 
home: 

- Do an All Title 948 search for 2020CVNEW and the relevant language code (eg 
2020CVNEW RUS) to find newly received books in their languages 

- Open the first record in Metadata Editor 
- Search OCLC/LC to look for other records 

o if sufficiently good record is found (a hit): 
 copy and merge 
 replace the 948 2 with your own 948 1 … $d f 
 save and release 

o if no sufficiently good record is found (a miss): 
 change the existing 948 only to add NO immediately after the 

language code (no spaces) in the $d, eg $d RUSNO 
 save and release 

 
Misses will be checked again in early 2021, entering a 6-monthly check cycle.  If no hit by 
summer 2022, book to be fetched and catalogued. 
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